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ABSTRACT
. .

Inappropriate uses in continuing education of Scriven's

(1967X concepts of formative and summative evaluation are. des-

cribed and guidelines are presented;for when formative and

summative evaluations are and are not appropriate in continuing

educatiotr-pxograms. A role of evaluation analagous to formative

and summative evaluation but pertaining to programs that have

been implemented for some time and are now up for review, dubbed,

confirmative evaluation, is described and explained. A non-valid

evaluation role, justificative eiraluation, is also described and

explained, and guidelines for obviating a need for that role are

suggested.
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TO comprehend the nature and origin of current abuses of

evaluation in continuing education it is helpful to review the

phenomenal progress of that newest growth industry in education,

be it continuingeor prepaiatory educational evaluation. A decade
,

ago or so, in most circles the word evaluation meant the systematic -/

gathering of evidence that a student had learned (or failed to learn)

-what he or she was expected to learn. In other words, evaluation

'dealt with pupil achievement.

During the middle and late sixties, some rethinking of the

role and scope of evaluation was done by some noteworthy scholars

(e.g., Cronbach, 1964; Scriven, 1967; Stake, 1967) and the focus

of evaluation was subsequently expanded to include the instructional

materials, curriculum, teaching strategies, and other variables in

a teaching/learning system. Cronbach's (1964) suggestion that -the

components of a developing curriculum become a focus fdr evaluation

data, and Scriven's (1967) expansion of that thci'ught into the

distinction between formative and sumMative evaluationbrepresented

a quantum leapin evaluation,thinking. As aspects of the teaching/

learning system other than student achievement were proposed as

vbeing eligible for evaluation, it became commonplace to speak

of the new, almost separate, fields of program evaluation and

product evaluation.

At first, seniority played as large a part in the evolution

of eduCational evaluation as anywhere else, and among the first

(and-most7widely reapected) of the program evaluators were those

who had firm gro_unding_in' the evaluation of student achievement.
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Student achievement, being one of the outcomes of a program, must

indeed reflect the quality of that program (th.s argument went)

and must perforce be included in any.evaluation of the program;,

evaluators of student achievement saw the-movement as simply a

widening of their roles. BeNTI5es, who better qualified to collect

quantitative data and analyze them than those who had already been

doing it for somewhat different reasons?
47.

The broadening of the focus of educational evaluation,

however, had.the effect of proliferating evaluation models, among

them those that eschewed quantitative methods in favor of others

(e.g., Eisnerl, 1972, 1975, Note It McCutcheon, 1976; Rippey, 1973;

Schwille & Porter, 1976; Vtllance, 1976; Wolf, Potter & Baxter,

1976).' Indeed the yardstick used for measurement, it was sug-
..

gelted, might softetimes be ignored deliberately (Scriven, 1973

Stake, Note 2). The creation of these new models has changed the

complexion of educational evaluation considerably in the last

decade, but one of the few things that has remained relatively

constant while the field has been evolving is the raison d"atre

of evaluation: most evaluators agree that the function of ev-

aluation is to permit informed decision making.
4

The movement of educational evaluation gathered momentum,

and.figured so promi.iently in the then- current hot issue of

accountability in, decision- making, that agencies other than

educational ones looked to the models developed in educational

evaluation for_salvation_with respect_to their own-concerns aboUt
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accountability, Consequently, social action programs of various

types adopted Much of the terminology and the orientation of

education evaluation, often, apparently, without carefully ex-

amining the consequences of the shift -of focus from educational

curricula to social action programs. Models developed by Stake
et

(1967) and Stufflebeam (1971) were sometimes adopted wholesale.

Sometimes the fit ,was relatively good; at other times imaginations

had to be stretched to adapt the reality to the model. As products

and programs to be evaluated brew more divergent in nature from

the originfl basis on which most evaluation theory was originally

forged--school curricula --the sense of ther_concepts and terms

used in various evaluation models was distorted by greater and

greater amounts. One would hear of attempts to do 'summative"

evaluations of unique (in the sense that they would not-happen

'again) events.

Whether deliberate or not, this distortion has unfortunate

consequences for communication within the field. For evaluators

and program planners to\e able to accurately discuss evaluation

in their projects, requires a common terminology. If you will

excuse a mashed metaphor, a rose by any'other name may smell as

sweet, but the term 'formative evaluation' implies.certain a

tendant conditions which have not always bean met in recent

practice.
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Prerequisites for Formative Evaluation

By definition, formative evaluation is evaluation whose role

is to "...discover defici6ciea.and successes in the intermediate

versions of a new (product]...(Scriven, 1967, p. 51)"; formative

evaluation is a par of the process of development of ,a new

product, be it a curriculum, a textbook, a television series, or

a seminar. I'want to emphasize two things about the definition:

the first is that it takes place during the development of the

product; the second is that ittakes-price with respect to a

prcduct. These two points sometimes. get overlooked when we speak

of formative evaluation in continuing education contexts.

Let's,cdnsider the first point--that formative evaluation

takes place during, the development of the product.. The systematic

development process (e a.., see Baker, 19744 1977; Baker 't Schutz,

1971; Markle, 1967) requires that an instructional product be

conceived and largely developed /in isolationfrom the target learner:

a first draft is devised; making(it as good as possible by taking

it through as many_revisiong as.aretudged-necessary to bring it

to the prototype stage; the prototype is then given, under careful-
;

supervision; to one Or twO_Learners (who are not members of the
"" "

audience
"

target hemselvis,'but who are similar' to those members)
.;

to subject it to a preliminary field test. Ail of this happens

before the design is impleiented with the learners themselves--

to do otherwise would raise serious moral and ethical concerns.
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(To be sure, it may be--ought to be--field tested later with a

larger number of learners, probably sampled from the target

group, but by this time the design ought to be fairly stable;

few modifications co the basic design are to be expected at this

stage.)

Now let's consider the second point. Note that formative

evaluation is meaningful only when the object of evaluation is a
4

product--a durable, replicabIe entity. Typically, we think of

a product as a tangible object (e.g., a book', a film, a handout,

etc.). However, it is also pt:ssible to conceive of a sequence of

activities or a.series 'of steps (i.e., what we frequently call a

. process) as 'a product, so longas the sequence. of activities oe-

series-of steps can be repeated" iim and again with only minor_

if any, variations. This interpretation, which will be used

throughout this paper, permits the consideration of A DerSon's

activities as a product, so long as the condition of relative

invariance is met.

The product, whether tangible or not,- mustohave, abov.1 all,

D
predictable and replicable effzcts (i.e., it must be _consistent

in its operation) if we aro to apply formative evaluation to it.
.

Simply put, formative avaluation can be cwiducted on an ed7

ucational product if and' only if the.;- product- can be applied

time and time again in substantially the same form and manner.

(i.e., it is durable) with substantially the same result (i.e.,



its-effects.are replicable). This means that it is not, meaningful

to speak of formative evaluation with respect to an activity that

is interactive or dependent (e.g., as is___the-case when instruction

-- takes different directions 11 response to certain events, such

as expreisions ofaearner -interest). I am not saying that teach-

ing should never be interactivel'I am saying that if it is, it is

,meaningless'to Speak of its formative evaluation.

Summative and...Confirmative Evaluations

Summtive evaluation,' on the other hand, is the evaluation

of a finished product (Scriven, 1967, pl 40-43). The product, by

the time summative evaluation is performed, has been developed

and field tested, and is in more or less immutable form. The

basic decision to be made On'the basis of a summative evaluation

.is "Should we implement this product (or program, seminar series,

etc.)?" A summative evaluation demonstrates for public consump-

tiou what the product is capable of doing. VThe ,information will

not be used by the product develoversio make_modifications to ..the

product; it will be used by-administrators.to decide whether or

not they will adopt the product and, put it into use.

There is another evaluation role, one extant in both pre=.

paratory education and in continuing education but perhaps more

evident in the latter, that Scriven's distiiction does not cover--

the situation in-which a product (which has undergone formative,
o



and possibly summative, evaluation) has been implemented and op-
,

erated for some time, and the'time-hascome to review' its efficacy.

',The evaluation question to be asked is "Should this program be

discontinued, and, if so, should it be replaced?" -The negative

answer to the first part of the evaluation question begs/the

second question: "If it should be continued, should it be con-

tinued in its present form, or should it be modified (and. if-so,

how)?" This role of evaluation, which I propose to call coa-

firmative evaluation, is substanti'ally different from either

-formative or summative evaluation. There isi first, the aspect
a

to confirmative evaluation arf final judgment (accept it as

or .reject it) thatA.S-implicit'in the question Should the program

be discOntinued?", as there is in a summative-evaluation. But

fliers is also an. aspect of formative evalUation implicit in a

confirmative' evaluation if the answer to the first question is

negative, since the second questicn-asks how the program might

be revised, if indeed revision is indicated. This contingency

of evaluation questions makes the role of confirmative evaluation

diffetent from the roles of either formative or sdmmati -ve evaluation.
4

Tn.calla confirmative .evaluation a summative evaluation.

followed by. formative evaluation seems inconsistent with the

original meahilig of the words: by dotinition,..formative evaluation

take:3.1piece before the completion of a product, while summative

evaluation takes place after completion. Ergo,:a formative.



evaluathon of a prOduct cannot succeed its summative evaluation;

Although it is possible to conceive af a.situation in which

summativesevaliation is done without any;-formative evaluation

having. pteceeded it, such a state of affairs seems quite incon-
1

sistent situation Scriven described. Similarly, it

would oe possible to conceive of a confirmative evaluation being

dOne on a prqgraie that had the benefit of neither .formative nor

summativ.e.evaluation. In such a situation, it might betemPting

to regard the confirmative evaluation as formative. However,

in the reality of program development, forMative evaluation is

seldom, if ever, conducted with the.intention (or even poesibility)

of discontinuing' the developmenA of the. program in response to

evaluation findings. In other words, the program development

process is such that, if properly executed (i.e., if a proper

needs identifivation is done initially), there is very little

likelihood that 'formative evaluation inforiation would lead to

the discontinuance of program development. Rather, formative

evaluation findings would lead to modification of the program

,being developed. In,confirmative evaluation, of course, a very
0 _

real possibility extsts that the data Ifould indicate that the\

41rogram should be sconeinued, Without replacement._ Hence

dtthe distinction among formative, summative, and confirmative

14
evaluations seems necessary.,

In addition, there are,pragmatiC concerns that help to
.



differentiate confirmative from formative and summative evaluation.

Who should perform confirmative, evaluations--someone intimately

i gram.involved with the pr Cam :Ln formative evaluationPor someone

quite divorced from it (as in silmmative evaluation)? It would

seem that the relatively:high degree of objectivity presumed

of the smmative evaluation ought to be epp4ed to the confir-

mative evaluation decision regarding whether the on-going program
0

ought ito'be terminated or continue,. but the formative evaluator
/- .

would be in a much better position' to make the judgment_widther -

the program ought-to continue intact or be modified (and howl if

it is), given that the first part of the evaluation question

indicatedcgagliauance. _ -

,

At sthe present time, there are no definitive ttnswers to the

question Hopefully, further experience with confirmative

evaluations Will provide the needed guidelines.

Justificative Evaluation

Finally,,I have encountered on-nutherous occasions a-denland for

ban evalUation role which I believe ought not to be filled at'all.,
_

In continuine-education programs, it 'is not uncommon to .'" I

.1,-,::-,- ! .

find a type of.evalu ation in which questions such as the forlowinq
..... _

, . t. s !-----7,_.,

are aikedi" "How-relevant did you find. the section on. .? ' "Ow
_

useful will the infOrmation learned in this workshop be in your

present.job.rolei i or,. even more blatantly, "Do you feel you



learned enough-during this seminar to justify your attendande?"

Aside from pratically begging the question, such inquiries,

typically made at the conclusion of the learning experience, act-

ually ask for information thit shoU,1d,have been gathered prior to

the design of` the experience. i have dublreld such "eviluation",

attempts j.:astificative'evaluatiOn, be-cause they seem most often

° to be a:'i:erpting.to justify the design of the event aftei the

fact.

Despite the name i am suggesting, i. do not believe-that

justificative evaluation shOuld be considered a valid evaluation

role at all. The-,identification of needs is an:important part

the planning proCess, but the neSdA.dentifiCition process .

0

ought to happen before, not after, the design and implementation

of the event.

Furthermore, it is usually Possible to, getsome positive

response about an educational experience at its conclusion (if

nothing else, participants are rather glad its over!), but it

seems to stretch credibility that this data could be considered

part of objective needs identification. Most people typically

confuse,. pleasant egPerlences with valuable ones .and are there,

fore likely to' judge the -worth of the learning in termS of its

enjoyment.

Returning to the stated purpose.of evaluation--to make

decisiohs--And examining iUstificative evaluatibn'inthe light

of that purpose; i can only conclvde that justificatiVe



evaluations are purposeless.

experience that come out of the process are bound to be useless

11.

Any decisions about the design of the

with respect to the experience itself, since the experience

is already"over. No knowledge of value vis 1 vis the needs of

the learners has been gained that could not have been gained

more easily and more accurately byn other, means (i.e., by dOing

an adequate needs identification) . (Those who are tempted" to

argue that something is learned from the processthe efficacy

wit?: which the programmer can "sense" what needs exist--are

confusing evaluation of the program with the eve.luation of the

=proqrammerr.' ability to identify needs mystically.)

The close relatiOnship between the identification of.

' educational needs and the process of evaluation h 1 been noted

(Kaufman, 1977). How4Ver, the two processes are not identities;

rather, they appear to be two sides of the same coin. They share

some important similaritieS- -their general raison dvatre of

providing information for decision- making, and their requirements

for objectivity, validity, reliability, and utility-rbut'they

also have -an &portant difference: !needs identification ought

to take place e-priok to the planning phase, whereas evaluation

ought to take place during the development _phaseAformative

evaluation), immediately after the developments phase and °before

the implementation phase (summative evaluation); or during the

implementation phase (confirmative evaluation). Thus he need

for justificative evaluation is obviated.
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Should Evaluation Be Done?

Weiss (1972) identifies several types of uses for evaluation,,

couched in terms of particular decisions to be made, that are well

worth reiterating:

1. To continue or discontinue the program

2. Tc improve its practices and procedures

3. To add or drop specific prograw strategies and,
techniques

4. To institute similar programs elsewhere
1.

5. To allocateresources among competing programs

6. To accept or reject a prograM,approach or theory
(p. 16-17)

Couched-in terms of-the three role descriptors discussed

earlier, Weiss' list,. essentially a list of implicit questions

which constitute reasons"for doing evaluationS, ,can be classified

As formAtive.A2, ?, summatiVe' possibly-5-depending
0 -

on the context), or confirmative (1, poisibly 2'if it immediately

follows 1 in an on-going program, and possibly 5, depending-on

the context) evaluation questions. The list suggests reasons why'

an evaluation might be done, but does not suggest any conditions

under which it might be reasonable Co'consider doing the eval-

uation. Such a list ofconditions

half-dozen years, evaluation has become a buzz-word, public

would be useful. In the past,

--,agencies of various kinds:. For some. reason (lack of

4

15

clarity in
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communication?, lack of understanding of the concepts?) eval-

uation requirements are often attached willy-nilly to projects,

with seemingly little concern for their usefulness or meaning.

Projects that should not or cannot be evaluated meaningfully

are being required to have evaluation/components. Perhaps the

following list of suggested,conditio/n41 rules will help to

ameliorate the p=oblem:

1. Formative evaluation shclUld be performed only if the
/

object of evaluation is.a durabie, replicable entity.

If the entity is not capable of being presentedtiie

and again in largely the:same form and manner with!
7 '

largely the same effect4-fOrmative evaluation -is

probably meaningless and a waste of time and Money.

Although durable, replicable entities are often r

referred-to as produCts4.kecognize that human beings

and the processes they engage !in can well be paft of

the,. package, iirovided.that their'actionLare feplicable

and that their involvement in the activity is durable..
. . ,

2. Summative evalUation should-also be performed only if

the !object of evaluation is a durable, repliCable

entity that has been subjected to formative/evaluation'

_ earlier. Summativeevaluatiowis designed /to demonstrate

what,a product is"Capable of doing in extant.fbrt.

Obviously if the.formA.s malleable. (i.e.i the product is
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not durable and/or replicable) summative evaluation

is a waste of time since 'Mare is no reason to believe

that subseqUent or previous applications replicate the,

applicationunder evaluation. rurthermore, to,perform

a summative evaluation an a (durable, replicable) product

that has not been subjected to formative evaluation i

relatively cost-ineffective. Negative results from such'

a summative evaluation could be attributed to sub-

optimal design that could perhaps beremedied easily

and inexpensively if the flaw were determined through

fOrmative.e4valuation:

3. Confirmative evaluation may be performed .on a product

or program that has not had the benefit of either

formative or summative evaluation (although the fact

posoible.shoUld not be taken to mean that

it if- cai..v,t to implement upevaluated,prOducts or

prclime axe::' ':tr pliforM:confirMative evilUation,

on' thei). But con2irmitive eValuation should be

*undertaken only on a program that his. been in place

for' some time and whose current efficacy

in doubt. Furthermore, the program should hive the

capability of operating- unchaeged.for another' period

-.of. time. Obviously, the periods of time and validity

of,doubt oan only'be judged in relation to such variables



as cost, importance of the progtam content, number

of people involved, etc. I

4. Justificative evaluation should not be performed

-

5'

under most circumstances. Prior identification and 11

analysis of learning needs is far moretpr'lerable and

Implicit in the above set of rules_are the following,

alkost heretiOal notions:

ethically responsible.

a. Neither fotmatiVe:Pvaluation nog summative evaluation

ought to be attempted for a uni4ue ( "one - shot ") event.

Since a "one-shotevent cannot be subjected to

confirtative evalUation.,, and ustificative evaluation

should .never be undertaken, it follows that onashot"

events ought not to be evaluated at ill.

. Formative-evaluation' shouldnot be Undertaken unless

there is.a high probability hatthe.objept of

'evaluation (e4eni, PrOdUCts-citc4i4ill be repeated

in the immediate future. WithOut real'piosiect

of and replicabiIity of effects', formative

evaluation is a waste. pf time and money.

. Summative evaluation shoUld be ertaken only when

you..are considering adopting a puidUct. deVeloped

elaeWhere,. considering marketing' a product

that.yoU eydeveloped. In the latter _case, the



evaluator should be external to the developing agency

or group (i.e., you should not'''do the summativ4..,-

'evaluation of the product you developed).

,the suggestions. in theparagraph above:Were taken

setioutily and applied widely in continu*ftg. educiti4, wis would

probably have'fai fewer evaluations taking place, but the

proportion useful and meaningful evaluations would prObably.

rise dramitically.,,
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